
Mounted to Perfection 
Strong® Carbon Series Mounts come in a range 
of styles to optimize viewing. Multiple viewing 
angle adjustments and post-install leveling 
ensure you always have the best view. 

UL Certified for Total Peace of Mind  
UL is a worldwide organization that ensures 
the safety of consumer products through 
rigorous testing. All Carbon Series Mounts are 
UL certified for strength and durability, so you 
never have to worry about the security of your 
mounted TV. 

User-Friendly Features
Carbon Series Mounts easily adjust to create 
the perfect viewing angle, and the unlocking 
mechanism stores out of reach for added safety. 
Plus, cables and equipment remain out of sight 
with our rear storage options. 

Flawless Installation
Carbon Series Mounts feature exceptional pre- 
and post-install adjusting, allowing for subtle 
modifications that perfectly align TVs with 
mantels and ceilings.

CARBON SERIES
MOUNTS



Dual-Arm Articulating
Available Sizes: L, XL

The Strong® Carbon Series Dual Arm Articulating Mounts offer 23” (L) and 28” (XL) of arm 
extension, and 180-degree swivel. They are UL tested at 4 times the weight capacity to 
ensure they can safely support TVs weighing up to 150lbs (L) and 200lbs (XL). The mount is 
equipped with a slew of slots across the wall plate to ensure you hit a stud in any situation.

Single-Arm Articulating
Available Sizes: M

The Strong Carbon Series Single Arm Articulating Mount offers 19” of extension with 
a 100 lb. UL certified weight capacity. The TV plate comes standard with up to a 200 
x 300 VESA pattern, but included adapter plates allow up to 400 x 400 VESA pattern 
compatibility.

Fixed
Available Sizes: M, L, XL

The Strong Carbon Series Fixed Mounts are easy to install, easy to adjust, and provide 
UL certified strength. These mounts offer an enlarged back plate to easily fit around 8” 
VersaBoxes. The durable locking mechanism features pull strings with magnetic cord 
covers that can be easily hidden. 3/4” of post-install adjustment is available on all sizes. A 
go-to mount for any install.

Tilt
Available Sizes: M, L, XL

The Strong Carbon Series Tilt Mounts feature 12 degrees of down tilt and 5 degrees of up 
tilt to accommodate the layout of any room. They offer an enlarged back plate to easily fit 
around 8” VersaBoxes. The durable locking mechanism features pull strings with magnetic 
cord covers that can be easily hidden. 3/4” of post-install adjustment is available on all 
sizes. A versatile option for any install.

Medium Large Extra Large

Weight Limit 100 lbs 150 lbs 200 lbs

Mounting Depth 1.65” 1.65” 1.65”

TV Size Range 24” - 55” 40” - 80” 49” - 90”

Large Extra Large

Weight Limit 150 lbs 200 lbs

Mounting Depth 3.25” 3.25”

TV Size Range 40” - 80” 49” - 90”

Medium Large Extra Large

Weight Limit 100 lbs 150 lbs 200 lbs

Mounting Depth 2.6” 2.6” 2.6”

TV Size Range 24” - 55” 40” - 80” 49” - 90”

Medium

Weight Limit 100 lbs

Mounting Depth 3.25”

TV Size Range 24” - 55”


